How to make your living as a Total Art Artist?
The normal situation.
Normaly it is very hard to make some money for living as a everage
artist. Only a few artists become famous and rich. Do there artworks
have more quality than others ? Mostly not ! But what they have is a
stronger charismatic personality, a smooth way of talking, a bit of
luck and the right connections.
Artists who are good, but do not rather have this kind of luck and
characteristic apects do not have a future in this direction. There
expensive art-education, invested time and effort drains away. This is
the reality, because there is infact not a real market for art.
Art is to much disconnected from the essentual human needs.

Art is only for the rich people, because it is a luxurious artikel, not
absolutely important for peoples survival. But mostly rich people buy
art as an investment, not because there are touched by the artwork.
So if you are not already famous, than you have to struggel and
manipulate your way up to the top in competition with many other
artists to make some money with your job.
No wunder that there are so many frustrated artists, addicted to
drugs, alcohol and hungry for recognition. The rate for suicide is the
highest in this profession. But the regular artschools do not care
about these facts and do not take responsibility for there students.
Aslong as they can do there job and get payed, nobody ask
something.
So to re-kapitulate the job problem to a few simple facts:
- There is no real market for art products.
- Art is not connected to the basic human needs.
- The offer of artproducts is to big in relation to the buyers.
- In this time of crisis there is no money left for art subsidiarities.

- There are no jobs and therefore no future for a everage artist.
The new situation for a Total Art Artist.
An Total Art artist can more than any other artist make his/her
money for living, because the job problems, as meation above are
not there in this direction of art. There are plenty of possibilities to
work as a total art artist succesfully. There is a real market to create
“artfield of total experiences”, because it is absolutely connected to
the basic human needs of the new man.
What do the people want to experience in the nearby future
during there holidays or free weekends, in spiritual centers,
in wellness centers, in city parks, in the backyards of big
compagnies or in there own private properties?
According to the famous German trend and future researcher Mattias
Horx people want much more than just “Wellness”. The western
man looks more and more for, what he calls “ Selfness”. “ Selfness”
means: going through essential personal experiences for ones own
development to psychological majority and spirituall richness.

Wellness spoiling and entertainment is not enough for the modern
future man. There is a big need for new inner dimensions and
valuable experiences. The keywords are: interaction with nature,
authencity, real feelings, inner transformation, high energie,
exchange with other living beings, excitement and advanture,
wunder and esthetic beauty, essential experiences beyond the
narrow box of the daily personality, new dimensions, total
involvement, unsplit awareness.
Refining the holiday programms!
The mundane holidayprogrammes are based on “ Wellness and
entertainment” and are actualy already out of date.
Every year travel agencies, tourist organisations and hotelmanagers
are looking for new ways how they can decorate the narrow box of
holiday entertainment, but the desire of the future man is to jump
out of the narrow box, because this box is associated with the old
boring personality. All the big holiday hotels have to re-arrange and

renewe there wellness programme into “selfness programmes”
before they lose there customers.

Matthias Horx is right. Everywhere the trend is going more and more
into the direction of essential experiences.
Inner growing, new visions, new dimensions, open minds, extending
your personal horizon, ect, becomes the new wave, but not
everybody has the possibility to do a sweatlodge ceremony with a
shaman in Peru, or to get a shiatsu massage from a chinese healer,
or can sing mantras with tibetten monks in a himalayan cave, or take
a tradition mudbath with haitien Voodo-priests, or do a whirling
session with turkish derwishdancers, or get a sexual initiation from a
tantric devoty, ect.
So on this point the Total Art artist is needed to create the suitable
artfields for the hotelguests. Here is a big open market for the hotels
as well as for the Total Art artists. Artfields focussed on essential
experiences, on advanture and fun. Artfields where people talk about
with there family and friends. Artfields, who will attrack more and

more guests for the hotels, visiters for the spiritual centers, the cityparks, the new-wave amusement-parks, the new-wave wellnes and
swimming centers, Catharsis center. ect ect.
Beside that there is a whole market open for this new-wave artfields
in the business world, like artfields in backyard of big compagnies or
as an public attraction on fairs and exhibition halls. What about
special disco’s with totally new attractions and excitements where
people can meet eachothers on a playfull, but still more essentual
level. Or artfields on playgrounds for children.

There ist a big big market open and a golden future for the Total Art
artist, who learned how to organise and arrange all kinds of “Artfield
of total experiences”, according to the real basic needs of
humanbeings.
For there graduation certificate the students have to work out a
complete design for a “artfield of total experiences” together with a
professional presentation, a step by step script and the practical

conversion of the actual building and all the facilities of the artfield.
So after there education the students can immediately offer a design
for a mature Artfield to some hotel, parkproject or where ever. There
is a flowing transition from education into the job.
To be an Total Art artist is a good job, because humanity has to
come more in the heart, more playfull, with more feelings of
empathy, more motivated for a win-win situation, more growing to a
paradise on earth for everybody and the experiences in the artfields
will bring them one step feather in this direction.
Thank you for your attention.

